A revolution is a major or radical change in a society.

Your task is to create a Mind Map titled “Consequences of the Agricultural Revolution” that spans 10,000 BCE to 8000 BCE.

Use the following terms in your Mind Map. Explain the significance of each term, and add appropriate illustrations or symbols.

- agrarian societies
- culture
- hunter-gather societies
- sedentary
- nomadic
- population increase
- specialization
- irrigation
- animal domestication
- adapt to the environment
- modify the environment
- larger communities
- rivers
- villages and cities
- Europe
- Africa
- remote areas
- climate
- new sources of food
- transportation
- grain crops
- spread of agriculture
- trade
- women's roles
- pottery
- tools and implements
- hunting
- fishing
- water
- Americas
- China
- Middle East
- survival
- ways of life
- food storage
- division of labour